
Protecting User Files by Reducing Application Access

ABSTRACT
Traditional discretionary access control mechanisms do not differ-
entiate between a user’s running applications–hence they provide
no means of preventing one application from exploiting another’s
data. Commercial mandatory access control mechanisms such as
SELinux and AppArmor aim to protect system files, but do little to
prevent similar misuse of user data. This paper presents the PinUP
access control overlay. PinUP extends filesystem protections to ex-
plicitly identify the set of applications that may access each user’s
sensitive files. This reflects users’ intuition about access: that files
should only be accessed by the applications that own them. This
approach reduces the often esoteric task of access control policy
specification to a significantly simpler declaration of the relation-
ship between sensitive user files and applications. In so doing, we
reduce the significant gap between existing access control and least
privilege frequently exploited by malware such as viruses, worms,
and spyware. We describe our model, architecture, and Linux im-
plementation, evaluate run-time costs, and detail use-cases illus-
trating the power and utility of the augmented policy. Our perfor-
mance experiments show that all costs are nominal, with a max-
imum observed delay of 40 milliseconds occurring at application
startup and a few tens of microseconds at each access check. In
this, we provide an efficient and intuitive means of pushing access
controls provided to users ever closer to the ideal of least privilege.

1. INTRODUCTION
Files are the object of user risk. They can contain the sensitive

artifacts of a user’s job, finances, and personal life. Files are modi-
fied by diverse applications implementing complex tasks and work-
flows. Further, the access control mechanisms of current operating
systems make no distinction between the vast array of applications
that can modify user files. As a result, user applications can cor-
rupt or leak user files with impunity. This leads to an unfortunate
reality: a user’s files are only as protected as the least trustworthy
application accomodates. This lack of least privilege is frequently
exploited by every kind of malware: Trojans, viruses, spyware, and
worms can change user startup files and configurations, leak appli-
cation caches, export user databases, and even modify files contain-
ing other user applications. Whether to steal information, violate
privacy, install bots, or for other nefarious reasons, they all exploit
the broad permissions given to applications on behalf of users.

Commercial operating systems now implement a form of manda-
tory access control (MAC) that addresses a closely related problem:
how to protect system files in the presence of broad discretionary
file system controls. Systems such as SELinux [?] and AppAr-
mor [?] place tight controls on how processes can modify sensi-
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tive system objects. However, such solutions are not appropriate
for users for at least two reasons. First, every user has a different
set of applications and files related to their data. Hence, specify-
ing policy for these artifacts using largely foreign concepts such as
groups, roles, and attributes is difficult and probably impractical.
Second, history has shown that users cannot and will not manage
complex policy correctly. For this reason, even the simplest of ex-
isting system level policy specifications is beyond the grasp of the
vast majority of users.

We hypothesize that even sophisticated users can only success-
fully create policy for their data when the specification process is:
a) simple, b) uses language and concepts that native to their under-
standing, and c) the implications of policy decisions are simple and
obvious. This work promotes and access control extension that at-
tempts to meet these ambitious goals. In pursing this, we reflected
on the nature of the user experience with commodity operating sys-
tem. In essence, users create and manipulate each file with a single
or series of well-known applications. Users necessarily must un-
derstand the nature of the relationship between sensitive files and
the applications that use them. Importantly, user knowledge about
these associations is authoritative (the user is often the only in a
position make decisions sensitive data) and complete.

This introspection led to the following deceptively simple PinUP
protection model: each user-specific policy specifies the set of ap-
plications that may access a user’s sensitive files (known as high-
value files throughout). For example, a user may indicate financial
data (in a *.qdf file) be restricted to the Quicken accounting ap-
plication. Of course, users cannot be reasonably expected to spec-
ify policy for every sensitive file. We extend the model to embrace
PinUP policies that are automatically applied to files as they are
created by applications. For example, it may be highly desirable to
restrict the files .xls files created by Excel to only that applica-
tion. These application-specific policies are largely uniform across
users and environments, and thus can be provided to the system dur-
ing application installation. Such a system meets our goals above:
the policy is simple, reflects users’ conceptual model of the system,
and whose enforcement is observable and intuitive, i.e., respects the
principal of least astonishment [].

Note that PinUP is not intended replace existing protection sys-
tems, but to augment them—any existing access controls will be
enforced in addition to the user-specified PinUP policy. Architec-
turally, we overlay MAC controls with a secondary access con-
trol module that limits which applications can access which user
files. Like stacking a second module in the Linux Security Mod-
ules framework [?], our access control module “overlays” MAC
system access by consulting the additional user file controls only if
the underlying file system protections permit the operation.

This paper introduces the PinUP1 access control overlay system.
We begin by considering the limitations of current system protec-
tions and more fully present the PinUP model. PinUP administra-
tive operations and tools are detailed and our implementation is de-
scribed and evaluated empirically. A performance analysis shows
that application load times incurred in the worst case a 40 millisec-
ond delay and all access check costs were nominal. We conclude by

1Our model conceptually “pins” files to specific applications,
hence the name PinUP.
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illustrating a number of motivating use cases and discuss the com-
plexities and administrative overheads of implementing PinUP.

The remainder of this paper considers the philosophy, design,
implementation of the PinUP system. This work, on some levels,
parallels recent attempts at achieving system level least privilege.
We refocus these efforts on the users themselves, beginning in the
following section by considering the motivation and requirements
such a model and system.

2. PROTECTION APPROACH
Traditional DAC systems authorize file access by checking whether

the user identity associated with the requesting process has the nec-
essary permissions. Because every process run by a user has the
same identity, all processes operate with the same permissions–
leaving all user data vulnerable to any single malicious process. For
example, email client attachments can be downloaded and executed
with access to any user data, enabling theft of financial informa-
tion (e.g., Quicken files), the modification of important documents
(e.g., corporate documents), and the modification of executables
(especially if the user runs with administrative privileges enabled).

Emerging approaches, such as SELinux [?] and AppArmor [?],
enforces MAC policy over file access. Unlike traditional discre-
tionary systems, MAC systems associate permissions with process
labels, typically defined by the application being run and not the
user2. MAC is well suited to protect system files, but generally not
for protecting user files. For example, the SELinux reference policy
uses a label user t to express user access policy. Not only does
this approach fail to restrict access based on application identity; it
does not even isolate one user from another.

Observe that three types of files exist in current systems: (1) sys-
tem files; (2) high-value user files; and (3) other user files. We
believe that different protection approaches are necessary for each.
The integrity and secrecy of system files is of paramount impor-
tance, and is necessarily protected by MAC systems such as Ap-
pArmor or SELinux. Conversely, the huge body of non-sensitive
user files is of little or lesser value to the adversary, thus traditional
protections seem adequate. What remains–(2) the user’s high-value
files–calls for additional protections such as PinUP.

We now illustrate PinUP via the example in Figure 1. Assume
that the user jdoe creates a file x.c using the the editor vi . The
identity of the user, creating application, and other attributes such
as file extension are used to identify the PinUP policy to be applied
to the file, e.g., jdoe, vi, and .c. The policy explicitly states
which applications will be allowed to subsequently access that file.
In this case, vi is given subsequent read and write access. x.c is
a source file, so the jdoe wants to make it read-only accessible to
a compiler through a command line tool. Note that such a policy
need not be manual–an alternate reasonable policy would dictate
that all .c files created by vi would made available to the gcc
compiler automatically. The compiler can then create a new object
file x.o that it can write and that can also be read by the linker.
Similar policy enforcement will occur as applications cascade over
data to consume and create protected files.

Also illustrated in Figure 1, PinUP presents a number of other
interesting design and implementation challenges. For example,
how one securely identifies applications and propagates their iden-
tity across updates is key to ensuring correct policy enforcement.
The issue of attaching, tracking, and propagating PinUP polices

2Other forms of MAC, such as multilevel security [?], focus on
the secrecy of the objects rather than the users or applications, but
these approaches are too restrictive for the protection that we have
in mind.

associated with user files is also daunting. This latter process is
closely related to label management in mandatory access control
systems. However, because of policy semantics and form, PinUP
policy tracking requires different machinery.

The central challenge of PinUP is to develop a system that pro-
tects high-value user files3 by limiting the applications that can ac-
cess those files. The PinUP system consists of: (1) an authoriza-
tion mechanism that can enforce such access and (2) administrative
functions that enable evolution of such rights. This system ensures
that when a user creates files from an authorized binary, subsequent
accesses to this file will be limited to applications specified by a
combination of system rules and authenticated user assignments.
We begin this exploration in the next section.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
The key design challenge is to enable effective administration

of the access of authorized applications to high-value user files.
Figure 1 presents different types of administrative operations that
must be supported to enable application-level control of user files.
Each operation presents a unique set of challenges:

Creating a File: When a new file is created, we need to determine
how it can be accessed. We define our representation of file access
rights, and how such rights may be computed at create time. Our
model requires explicit specification of applications; only applica-
tions in a file’s access list may gain access to that file. Further, we
must not allow access by maliciously modified applications, so we
grant access to application binaries.

Granting Access: File creation may not determine the entire set of
applications that will access a file over its lifetime, so the user may
need to add new applications to the access list manually. To en-
sure that a real user is behind a permission update, an authenticated
channel between the user and the tool performing the permission
change must be established.

Upgrading Applications: Applications will be upgraded over the
lifetime of the system, so we must also update access policy ac-
cordingly. Since we use binary values as application identifiers,
an application’s access would be denied whenever its binary exe-
cutable file is changed. To maintain the system’s security, we must
distinguish between a malicious binary modification and one result-
ing from a legitimate upgrade. Furthermore, performing this update
must not require extensive operations such as traversing every file
in the file system.

File System Manipulation: Users occasionally rearrange and delete
files. File system utilities, e.g., cp, mv, rm, cannot be added to ap-
plication access lists. If these utilities are added, malicious applica-
tions can execute them to circumvent file protection. Therefore, we
must provide an authenticated channel between the user and such
operations.

3.1 Creating a File
A file’s lifetime begins with its creation. Providing application-

level control of user files requires the specification of an initial file
access policy. In this section, we define the representation of access
policy and describe a means for computing this policy automati-
cally.

Specifying a file access policy requires identifying specific ap-
plication binary instances. The enforcement mechanism must dif-
ferentiate an authentic application from one modified by a virus;

3From this point, we will use the terms user files or user data to
mean high-value user files/data unless it is ambiguous.
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Figure 1: A summary of the administrative tasks for managing application access to files.

even the slightest variation in the application should deny access.
Therefore, applications are identified by the cryptographic digest of
their executable file4. This ensures that only authentic applications
will gain access.

Our policy model associates a file with a user and a set of ap-
plication binary identifiers and their rights (e.g., read, write, and
execute) to the file in an access list. Such access lists are stored
in the file’s inode as is typical in MAC systems (e.g., via the ext3
extended attributes as used by SELinux). This ensures that the file
object accessed is the one authorized.

Determining the actual policy to assign to a new file is non-
trivial, but there are a number of hints that we can leverage. For
example, the state of file creation, including the creating applica-
tion, the type of file created, and the location of the new file, may
be used to determine the correct set of applications and their rights
to the file. On file creation, such rules are consulted and the desired
access policy is derived.

3.1.1 Access Automation Rules
It is neither desirable nor practical to expect that a user can deter-

mine all the applications and the rights that they can use to access
any high-value file. Some applications create transient but impor-
tant files as a matter of course. Other applications create many
thousands of potentially important files as they run. For example,
consider again the use of gcc in Section 2. gcc creates object
files as it compiles files, which are then used (often immediately)
by a linker to create an executable. A common “make” may in-
directly compile tens or hundreds of object files as the result of a
single user action. For well-known applications with potentially
high value files, such environments mandate automated tools for
granting access to these files.

We have created an initial facility to automate this process. The
system is configured with a set of access automation rules that in-
dicate how files’ access lists should be automatically defined as
they are generated by an application. In the simplest instantiation,
the operating system monitors all file creation, and new applica-
tions are added to the PinUP policy as directed in those rules. Be-
cause access list entries are added without user intervention, this
can greatly reduce the burden of managing transient files or prolific
applications.

An example of an access automation policy for our initial imple-
mentation is illustrated in Figure 2. The semantic of this policy is
as defined above: applications are configured to automatically grant

4Cryptographic digests are a common method of binary code mea-
surement [?].

access (add) to some an application when a particular class of files
is created. For example, the LATEX application grants read and write
access to Ghostview to all postscript and PDF files it creates. Note
that this policy illustrates one of potentially many automated policy
specification operations, e.g., one may want to revoke an applica-
tions access to a file once it is closed. We consider these additional
policies briefly in Section 5.3, but defer deeper analysis of policy
automation to future work.

3.2 Granting Access
Unfortunately, a file’s set of authorized applications cannot al-

ways be determined at the file creation time. Therefore, the system
requires a mechanism that allows the user to add and remove ap-
plications from a file’s access policy. The key requirement of this
mechanism is that the system must establish an authenticated chan-
nel with the user to ensure the request was not made by a malicious
application.

In traditional discretionary access control systems (e.g., UNIX
and Windows), users specify the usernames and rights for file ac-
cess. Manually adding applications to application-level access lists
presents a similar experience.

Assigning binaries to file access lists is abstracted to application
identifiers and groups of applications. To abstract the binary iden-
tity from each file for user assignment, the user is presented the
application name with the binary. The system must further justify
the integrity of the binary file (e.g., via a signature from the code
distributor at a particular date).

If a user frequently specifies multiple applications for several
files, redundant operations can be reduced by creating predefined
sets of applications. These sets of applications are mapped to file
types, referenced by file type identifers, or ftid’s. This allows the
user to simply specify an ftid and associated rights. To ease spec-
ification, each ftid has a corresponding human readable name.
Allowing users to specify both applications and file types provides
a flexible interface for users to influence file access policy.

Users must define file types before specifying them in access
lists5. Additionally, the file type definitions must be stored in a
location accessible for access control enforcement. File type def-
initions are stored in the file system volume metadata. This al-
lows portable file systems to securely transfer between systems
(given access lists support applications on multiple systems) and
user home directories (created on separate partitions) to persist across
multiple operating system installations (however, application up-
grades must be resolved, see below).

5The system can predefine a set of known and useful file types.
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# PinUP System Configuration Rules
#
# <Application> <file type> <add> <application>

# Allow "ld" to access all object files ".o" generated by "gcc"
gcc object add ld

# Allow "gv" to access all object files ".ps/.pdf" generated by "latex"
latex postscript add ghostview
latex pdf add ghostview

Figure 2: Example access automation rules for a simple PinUP system configuration.

Any user action modifying access policy information requires
an authenticated channel. This includes specifying access lists on
files and defining custom file types. Currently, we establish a au-
thenticated channel by requiring the user to enter a password. This
ensures the user intended the operation to occur, and it was not a
result of malicious software. While we use a password to establish
the authenticated channel, any mechanism that allows the system
to authorize policy modification may be substituted. However, we
note that simply prompting the user for confirmation without any
context is a bad approach. Users commonly accept all operation
requests without reading why the operation was requested.

3.3 Upgrading Applications
The file access policy restricts which application binary instances

can read, write, or execute a file. However, systems commonly
upgrade application binaries for improved features and security.
Therefore, the system must differentiate between a binary modi-
fication resulting from a legitimate system upgrade from one re-
sulting from a virus. Upgrades are managed by updating access
policy to reference the latest binary instantiation of the application.

The update of file access policy corresponding to application
upgrade requires special attention. The system requires a trusted
mechanism to execute in tandem to existing upgrade management
tools. This tool must establish an authenticated channel with the
system administrator. Then, it measures the digest of both the old
and new application instances. Finally, all references to the old
digest are replaced.

To limit the necessity to update access lists on files, the appli-
cation binary values are not stored in the access lists directly. If
each file’s application access list entry stores the digest of the ap-
plication binary, the policy update requires traversing the entire file
system looking for files containing the old digest. Performing such
an exhaustive search for each upgraded application is too resource
and time-intensive for a practical system.

Instead, application binary digests are stored in the volume meta-
data. Each application is assigned an application identifier, or aid.
Hence, the file’s application access list indicates the aid, just as
with file types. On access policy enforcement, the list of aid’s
and corresponding rights are read from the inode, and each aid is
mapped to an application digest using the available volume meta-
data. By providing indirection in application identification, the
trusted update mechanism need only update the binary digests listed
in the volume metadata. The number of volumes on a system typi-
cally small and significantly less than the number of files, therefore
application upgrade will incur little overhead due to application-
level file access control.

3.4 File System Manipulation
Files are occasionally rearranged and deleted. While these file

operations do not directly access content, they influence the file’s
state (delete removes the file entirely) and position within the file
system. Adding commands such as rm, cp, and mv to a file’s ap-
plication access list allows malicious code to circumvent the pro-

tection system by executing the command on its behalf. Therefore,
file operations require special attention.

Users perform file operations with special utilities. A PinUP-
aware utility is created for each operation, e.g., pinrm, pincp,
and pinmv for rm, cp, and mv, respectively. Each utility estab-
lishes a authenticated channel with the user. Like the policy ma-
nipulation utilities, the file utilities acquire a authenticated channel
by prompting for the user’s password. Again, other authenticated
channel mechanisms can be substituted. Due to the authenticated
channel, the file utilities have implicit access to files. That is, the
user does not need to add the utilities to the file’s application ac-
cess list, because they ensure the operation is desired by the user.
Finally, each PinUP file utility can be designed to function as a
drop in replacement from its non-PinUP counterpart. Low value
files (i.e., those without access lists) are removed without a pass-
word prompt. This allows users to alias rm, cp, and mv command
strings to the PinUP command.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 3 describes PinUP from an implementation perspective.

In the figure, the user has specified application and file type lists in
the volume metadata.6 Application A, Application B, and an un-
known application all attempt to read and write the protected file.
The file system permissions indicate that the user may read and
write the file. Each application was invoked by the user; therefore,
without PinUP in place, all access requests would be granted. After
performing a successful file system user permission check, PinUP
is invoked. PinUP obtains the application binary digest from the
current process table. Next, the file’s application access lists (for
applications and file types) are read from the file’s attribute stor-
age. The identifiers are looked up in the appropriate application
and file type lists defined for the volume. Finally, the digest for
the current process is matched against the entries. In the figure,
Application A has been specified explicitly on the file with both
read and write permission (in the Named Applications List), there-
fore both requests are granted. Application B belongs to file type
1, which has read permissions on the protected file (in the Named
File Types List). Therefore, Application B can read, but not write
the file. Finally, the unknown application is not listed in the file’s
access control policy, therefore both read and write are denied.

Achieving the design goals of Section 2 requires overcoming a
number of implementation challenges. First, applications must be
identified by their binary digest. Second, the file’s access policy
must be encoded in the file system. Third, an interface for modify-
ing the access control policy must be developed. Fourth, the policy
must be enforced. Finally, as discussed in Section 3.4, file manipu-
lation utilities must be developed.

4.1 Application Identification
6Note, each application and file type has an associated human read-
able name not shown in the figure
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Figure 3: The PinUP File Protection System. Application A corresponds to aid 1, and Application B is associated with ftid 1,
therefore, Application A can read and write the file, while Application B may only read it.

Whether files are pinned to file types or applications directly,
the PinUP model depends on the accurate identification of appli-
cations. Identifying an application by its digest ensures not only
the application is correct, but also no modifications have occurred
(e.g., modified by a virus). Not all applications are executable bina-
ries. Many system utilities are interpreted scripts written in various
languages: Perl, Python, etc. In this case, both the binary inter-
preter and textual script define the application. To accommodate,
PinUP digests both the interpreter and the script. The two values
are XORed and stored as the digest used to identify applications.
Note that the interpreter and script are identifiable in both user and
kernel space. Section 4.4 further discusses obtaining the executable
file digest in kernel space.

A second concern of digesting application binary files involves
dynamically linked libraries. Modern operating systems use dy-
namic libraries for resource optimization. The current system re-
lies on system protections, e.g., SELinux, to control the integrity of
dynamic libraries. The interaction between system protections and
PinUP is inherently subtle. We defer analysis of this interaction to
future work.

4.2 Encoding Policy in the File System
Numeric identifiers7 are paired with permissions and stored in a

inode’s extended attributes (xattr). Each application identifier,
aid, and file type identifier, ftid, is specified as either read (r),
write (w), or read and write (rw). For storage purposes, the two
most significant bits of the 32-bit integer representing the aid or
ftid are used to encode read and write bits. The list of encoded
identifier/rights pairs is stored as a binary array8 in the file system
extended attributes security.pinup.app and security.
pinup.type.

Numeric identifiers are defined in the volume metadata. A list
of application identifiers maps each aid to a cryptographic digest,
and a list of file type identifiers maps each ftid to a list of aid’s.
Each numeric identifier corresponds to a unique character string
for easy reference by users. This technique is similar to numeric
identifiers in /etc/passwd and /etc/group files.

Storing the volume metadata does not have an obvious solution.
While extended file system attributes provide an acceptable mech-
anism to store per-file metadata, no transparent way to store per
7To simplify the description of implementation details, we refer to
application and file type identifiers together as numeric identifiers.
8Note, extended attributes can store arbitrary data; however, exist-
ing systems, e.g. SELinux, commonly store character strings.

volume information exists. We resolve this situation by storing vol-
ume metadata in a file, .pinup, at the root of the file system. This
file is read by the PinUP kernel module at mount time.

4.3 Specifying Policy
PinUP manipulates file and volume metadata with special ad-

ministrative utilities. The pinmod (like chmod) utility changes
the applications and rights specified for a file. The PinUP console,
or pincon, utility manipulates the volume metadata. Both utilities
use the human readable name associated with aid’s and ftid’s.
This reinforces the notion that the aid and ftid are simply the
application counterparts to the user-centric uid and gid.

Both pinmod and pincon require elevated privileges within
the file protection system. The utilities are added to the special
administrative file type ftid 0. Similar to the root user, appli-
cations in ftid 0 bypass PinUP file permission checks, and are
thereby added to the trusted computing base. Applications within
this type must take special precautions to avoid invocation by a
malicious application. Our implementation prompts for the user’s
password using PAM [?] authentication. Note that PAM authenti-
cation requires root privileges, therefore the executables are owned
by root with setuid permissions. Implications of this owner-
ship are discussed in Section 4.4.

Inode extended attributes are manipulated by pinmod. The in-
terface allows the user to add and remove applications and file types
by the name associated with a aid or ftid. Unknown names pro-
duce an error. When the user adds an identifier, a right (r/w/rw)9

is also specified. Adding an existing name with a new right will
overwrite the stored permission. The pinmod utility also allows
the user to list the current set of applications and file types assigned
to a file. The list subcommand queries the volume metadata for
human readable names. If the aid or ftid does not exist, the
numeric value is displayed instead. A numeric identifier may no
longer exist if the user explicitly deleted it from the volume meta-
data. While deleting identifiers from the volume metadata is not
recommend, see Section 6.4, pinmod accommodates the scenario
by providing the clean subcommand that removes all dangling
references from the application and file type lists.

Volume metadata is manipulated by pincon. As previously
noted, the application list and file type list are semantically equiv-

9We chose not to initially include the execute right. It introduces
unnecessary policy complexity for a right rarely applied to high-
value user files. When access control based on execute rights is
required, the discretionary file system execute bit can be used.
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alent to /etc/passwd and /etc/group, respectively. Like-
wise, the interface operations are the same. Applications are added
and removed; each added application is assigned the next highest
aid. When an application is added, the path to the application is
specified. The cryptographic digest for the target executable file is
calculated and stored. In many ways, the digest functions as the
application’s “password,” hence, pincon allows the digest to be
replaced. Applications are grouped into file types, similar to user
groups. pincon allows the user to add and remove types, as well
as add and remove applications belonging to a type. As with ap-
plication identifiers, new file types are assigned the next highest
ftid. Deleting application and file type identifiers is not recom-
mend; it leaves dangling references on files, which must be cleaned
manually, and allows the possibility for identifier reassignment. If
an identifier is reassigned, any file that references the identifier
can be accessed by the applications associated with the reassigned
value. Note, this scenario is identical to concerns when reassign-
ing uid and gid values. Section 6.4 discusses this issue at more
length. Despite this concern, the current pincon implementation
does allow deletion. In the event of removed application identi-
fiers, the file types will develop dangling application references.
To ensure a healthy volume metadata, pincon provides the same
clean subcommand as pinmod. Finally, as volume metadata is
stored in a file at the volume’s root, whenever pincon updates the
policy, it signals to the kernel module to reread the information.

Incorporated ideas of Section 6.4 directly in this subsection.
No need to make a big deal about it.

4.4 Enforcement
The PinUP enforcement mechanism mediates access to protected

files. The infrastructure described to this point exists to enable
the access control decision. PinUP implements a Linux Security
Module (LSM) to acquire complete mediation of file access. The
inode permission hook is invoked only after the UNIX file
system permissions allow a process to access a file. At this point, as
shown in Figure 4, PinUP merges available information by a) iden-
tifying the accessing application, b) identifying the permissions de-
fined by the user, c) interpreting the permissions from the volume
metadata, and d) determining if the accessing application may per-
form its desired action, i.e., read or write.

PinUP performs application identification when the kernel loads
the binary into memory. The LSM bprm set security hook
passes PinUP an open file pointer to the executable file during the
load process. PinUP reads the file and calculates the SHA1 digest
using the CryptoAPI. If the hook parameters indicate the binary is
actually a script, the digest of both the script and interpreter are
calculated and combined as described in Section 4.1. Finally, the
result is attached to the new process’s task struct using the
security field. Later, when the process accesses a protected
file, the enforcement module obtains the digest from the global
current variable, which points to the task struct of the cur-
rent process.

With the current process identified, the access check must next
determine the user defined permissions. The inode permission
hook invoked on file access provides PinUP with a pointer to the
target inode. The kernel inode structure contains methods to re-
trieve extended attributes. PinUP reads the security.pinup.
app and security.pinup.type attributes and extracts the list
of numeric identifiers and rights. With the lists of aid and ftid
values available, the module next consults the volume metadata to
interpret permission semantics.

Volume metadata is initially read on mount from the .pinup
file in the root of a file system; PinUP is notified of new mounts
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Figure 4: PinUP Enforcement Mechanism

with the sb post mountroot and sb post addmount LSM
hooks. The PinUP implementation of these hooks hooks parse the
file and populate an internal data structure. The structure is at-
tached to the s security field of the super block, providing a
quick reference during the inode access check. Finally, the ker-
nel’s representation of the volume metadata becomes stale after
pincon modifies the .pinup file. Therefore, the PinUP ker-
nel module implements a securityfs10 to receive update no-
tifications for a volume’s .pinup file. The pincon process sim-
ply writes the full path of the .pinup file to /sys/kernel/
security/pinup/volume, and the PinUP module rereads the
volume metadata (if the writing application is identified as a PinUP
utility). Hence, the access check will always have the latest version
of the volume metadata attached to the super block kernel structure.
Now, the enforcement mechanism has enough information to make
an access control decision.

The access control decision occurs in the inode permission
LSM hook. The module only mediates inode access when PinUP
extended attributes are defined for an inode. The LSM hook pro-
vides access to the target inode structure and a mask indicating
the process’s intentions. As PinUP is only concerned with reads
and writes, the module interprets execution requests as reads and
append requests as writes. With the cryptographic digest of the
current process’s application in hand, PinUP first iterates through
the list of application identifiers specified for the inode. If the cor-
responding rights allow the request, the aid is dereferenced using
the volume metadata and the digests are compared. Iteration con-
tinues until a match is found. If no match is found, the file’s type
list is consulted. PinUP iterates through the list of type identifiers,
comparing rights with the request. When the rights allow the re-
quest, the application list for that type is searched. If at any point
a match is found, access is immediately granted; however, if no
match is found, PinUP compares the digest with the administrative
utilities in ftid 0. Upon failing to match any digest, the hook
returns -EACCES, indicating access denied. Finally, there is one
exception.

PinUP makes a distinction between files and directories; it does
not directly control access to directories. A directory is opened and
written to whenever the contents it’s contents is modified. Protected
files within a directory will have different access control policies.
As a result, determining which applications can read and write a
directory is difficult. However, completely ignoring directories is
not an option. If a user has write permissions to a directory, rm
can override file permissions and remove files within that direc-
tory. PinUP mediates file removal using the inode unlink LSM
hook. If the file targeted for removal contains a PinUP extended at-
tribute, the hook only allows removal by an administrative utility

10sysfs is the recommend method of communication between the
Linux kernel and user space processes. securityfs provides a
simple interface for security modules wishing to use a sysfs.
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Figure 5: CDF of executable file sizes on a typical system rep-
resenting the distribution of digested material at process load.
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Figure 6: Overhead of the SHA1 Digest vs. Executable File
Size

in ftid 0. A similar technique is used for the inode rename
hook to mediate the mv command; however, in addition to ensuring
an administrative utility, the hook does not allow a protected file to
be moved to a new file system where volume metadata may rede-
fine numeric values in access lists. Special PinUP system utilities
to perform file manipulation are discussed in Section 4.5.

Finally, one last file operation requires mediation. As previ-
ously noted, the pinmod administrative utility modifies extended
attributes for files. Setting extended attributes requires root privi-
leges. The pinmod utility is already owned by rootwith setuid
permission bits set. This causes the application to run with an
effective user ID (euid) of 0 (root). This is not ideal on a
multiuser system, as a user can modify access lists for any file.
PinUP protects extended attributes with the inode setxattr
and inode removexattr LSM hooks. The hooks perform two
checks. First, if the specified extended attribute name matches
those used for PinUP, access is restricted to administrative utili-
ties in ftid 0. This ensures only a trusted application can mod-
ify, regardless of the process owner. Second, the hooks compare
the owner of the process and the owner of the target inode. A file
owned by root with setuid permissions will execute with the
euid set to 0, however, the process uid will be that of the user.
If the process uid does not match the uid of the inode’s owner,
permission is denied. As a result, PinUP restricts even root from
modifying a file’s application access list.

4.5 File Manipulation Utilities
File manipulation of PinUP protect files requires a trust path to

the user. As discussed in Section 3.4, pinrm, pinmv, and pincp
use password authentication to establish trust. As with pinmod
and pincon, the file manipulation utilities authenticate the user
using PAM. Recall that PAM authentication requires root privi-
leges, therefore the binaries are installed with setuid permis-
sions. PinUP is meant to supplement user-based access control,
therefore, each file utility explicitly relinquishes permission after
authenticating the user by using the seteuid() system call to
change the effective user ID to that of the process owner.

All three utilities are added to ftid 0 to indicate that they are
trusted. The inode unlink and inode rename LSM hooks
perform the access control logic, therefore, in addition to prompt-
ing for a password, pinrm and pinmv simply execute the unlink()
and rename() system calls. pincp, on the other hand, must per-
form slightly more logic. In addition to copying the file, pincp
also copies extended attributes.

5. EVALUATION

In this section, we consider the run time costs of implementing
PinUP. These costs are principally incurred at load time (applica-
tion hashing) and during the enforcement of policy (access checks).
In support of these tests, we have implemented the PinUP file pro-
tection system (as described throughout) on the Linux kernel 2.6.17
within the Ubuntu v6.10 distribution. All tests reported in this sec-
tion were performed on a 2.8GHz Intel Pentium 4 with 1GB RAM.

The initial PinUP user space utilities and libraries consist of
around 4,500 lines of C. The libraries provide a simple interface
for interacting with PinUP file and volume metadata, digesting ap-
plications, and performing user authentication. The PinUP ker-
nel code consists of an additional 2,000 lines of C. The code cur-
rently exists as an LSM module and small kernel source patches.
The open source code is available for download from http://
anonymized/.

5.1 Load Time Costs
PinUP performs a cryptographic digest of every executable as it

is loaded. The time required to digest a binary as it is loaded is
directly dependent on the size of the file. Thus, an understanding
of load cost must first be based on an analysis of the size of executa-
bles. A quick investigation of executables in the /bin, /sbin, /usr/
bin, and /usr/sbin directories of Ubuntu v6.10 (2327 files in
total) ranged from 4MB to a few kilobytes. Figure 5 shows a CDF
of the file sizes, and illustrates that more than 60% of executables
are smaller than 20KB, and more than 80% are less than 100KB.
Hence, it seems that the majority of executables are indeed small.
However, one must be careful in assuming that that applications
are used at the same rate–some large executables may be extremely
popular. Thus, for the experiments that follow we conservatively
measure the costs of executables of powers of two between 16KB
to 4MB. We created executables of precise sizes by padding a small
application with with nop operators.

Our first set of experiments considered digest costs only. Timing
hooks were placed around the digest code in the LSM. To minimize
the impact of experimental error caused by interrupts and other sys-
tem events, each file was executed 1,000 times. All results observed
95% confidence intervals less than than two orders of magnitude of
the mean. Figure 6 illustrates the central (unsurprising) experimen-
tal result that digest costs scale linearly with file size. Smaller files
only require a few hundred microseconds to digest.

A second set of experiments measured total system overhead.
The above experiment was performed again, except timing mea-
surements were taken by an external script executing the binaries.
Because each executable returns immediately, the observed delay
represents the start-up cost only. The system was tested with and
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without the PinUP LSM loaded. Again, all results observed 95%
confidence intervals less than two orders of magnitude of the mean.
Figure 7 summarizes our findings. Interestingly, the start-up cost
does not vary with file size when PinUP LSM is not used. Because
the experiments used warm disk caches (executables were in the
disk cache), they did not encounter delays caused by disk access.
Such delays are orthogonal to PinUP, and are thus appropriately
omitted from our measurements.

Figure 7 also demonstrates that without PinUP, a process start-up
is only around 0.8 ms. For 16KB files, which accounts for nearly
60% of executables, only a 0.2 ms overhead is added. Even for the
largest binaries, 4MB, only a 40 ms delay is added. Such files are
typical of graphical applications that are infrequently executed. In
these cases, the additional 40 ms (1/25th a second) is not notice-
able by the user. Thus, PinUP incurs negligible load-time overhead.

5.2 Policy Enforcement Costs
PinUP policy is enforced through the kernel hooks to the LSM.

Called only after successful completion of the normal filesystem
access checks, the enforcement code searches access lists to see if
the governed application is allowed to access the file. We analyze
these costs by investigating the search time as a function of access
list lengths (the central determinant in enforcement cost). The tests
measure access check times where the application list is directly on
the file and referenced by a single type on the file. Figure 8 displays
the results of accessing a file with 5, 10, 50, and 100 applications
(prefixed by ’A’) and a file with one file type referencing 5, 10, 50,
and 100 applications (prefixed by ’T’). An experimental baseline
is set by measuring (failed) access cost that do not invoke PinUP,
denoted UNIX deny. Again, the results average 1,000 attempts and
represent 95% confidence intervals that were less than two orders
of magnitude of the mean.

The experiments indicate the overhead on the order of tens of
microseconds for PinUP access checks. Note that the y-axis in Fig-
ure 8 does not start at zero, but at 4.5 milliseconds. Hence, even
for unrealistically large lists, the runtime costs of PinUP enforce-
ment are completely dominated by other access costs, e.g., context
switches and file I/O.

5.3 Generalizing Applications
OLD: In this section, we examine how PinUP enforcement con-

trols access to high-value data in the execution of common appli-
cations. NEW: Section 3.1.1 proposed an initial facility for
automating policy assignment. In this section, we examine how
common applications access user files to better understand the
appropriateness of managing PinUP policy.

Single application files.
PinUP is ideal for restricting file access for application-specific

files, such as those for financial programs and office productivity
programs. These programs use file suffixes to identify different
types of files that they use. PinUP rules can leverage this infor-
mation to use the file suffix to identify high-value files and restrict
their access to the single application binary. For example, Quicken
identifies its data files by the suffix .qdf, so when PinUP sees a
file of this type created, read and write access are assigned only for
that binary.

Updates to the application binary (e.g., on a new release of Quicken)
must be reflected in all the Quicken files (as none can now access).
The PinUP file type identifier can be used to enable this transition
to apply globally for the .qdf files.

Emailing application files.
While application-specific files may primarily be edited by their

applications, other applications may need to read these files. For
example, the user may wish to email a Quicken file (e.g., to her
accountant). Normally, the user’s email client should not be able to
read these files, but in this case, the user wants to explicitly allow
access. The user uses pinmod to explicitly authorize read access
to the email application. Currently, this requires that the user ex-
plicitly grant access (e.g., in a manner similar to sudo, see Sec-
tion 3.2). Permitting the email client to trigger such authorizations
requires that the PinUP system be able to establish an authenticated
channel to the user.

The user may want to grant the email client access to a file for a
limited time. We envision that timeouts can be added to access list
entries and checked at authorization time. However, introducing
time creates a number of subtle issues, so we defer the development
of a comprehensive timeout mechanism to future work.

Writing, building, and executing programs.
In this scenario, PinUP must enable the editing, compilation, ex-

ecuting, and debugging of programs. PinUP with access automa-
tion rules provides a natural way to manage this process. When an
editor (e.g., vi or emacs) is used to create a file, the access rules
for the authorized editor file types limit the processes that can read
and write the .c files. In addition, the access rules can further state
that other applications, such as compilers (e.g., gcc), can read, but
not write, the file in order to compile it. The compiler generates
a file that can be used by the linker, which in turn, generates an
executable that can be read by debuggers.

Note that when the generated executable is run, it will have no
access to high-value files. If it creates files that are considered to
be high-value, then access automation rules can be written to grant
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access to the executable. When the executable is changed, the user
will need to authorize access to the new version (e.g., via pincon).
This is analogous to the executable update problem, although this
only impacts one user. Since the executable can only access the one
user’s files, a similar automated technique may be acceptable, but
this is future work.

Downloading new files.
New files may be added to the system via email, web, scp, and

repositories. Any of these files may be high-value, but they are in-
troduced to the system by an application, rather than being created
in the same way as above. We consider three cases: (1) down-
loading of data files; (2) downloading of executable files; and (3)
downloading of files that may contain executable content. It turns
out that the first case is the same as file creation in that PinUP spec-
ifies limited access to specific applications for data files. If the
data files are corrupted or downloaded by a compromised plugin,
they are still just data files. Second, if an executable file is down-
loaded, it has no access to high-value files. In this case, the sys-
tem is protected. The third case is complex because a data file
downloaded that may contain executable content, such as a Win-
dows Word virus, would get access to all the files that the Word
executable can access. Thus, PinUP currently limits the potential
damage to only the files accessible to the binary, but limiting access
by input files also needs to be examined in the future.

5.4 Informal File Access Analysis
The previous section described common modes of operation for

a spectrum of user applications based on our intuition. In this sec-
tion, we informally validate this intuition by observing file traces
of test scenarios. We gathered file traces by implementing a second
LSM that reports file accesses observable by the PinUP enforce-
ment model. Our analysis discovers unanticipated application to
file interactions, the impact of which are discussed in Section 6.

We created test scenarios to investigate the application general-
izations described in Section 5.3. The first scenario encompasses
the four classifications, while the others provide variants of appli-
cation execution. The first scenario performs a common document
writing task, which includes: checking out the Subversion repos-
itory for a LATEX document, editing files, building a PDF, email-
ing the PDF, and receiving the PDF from email. For diversity, we
considered application variants for our writing task. The second
scenario includes editing files with the OpenOffice word processor.
From this, we observe file access techniques similar to many GUI
applications. In our final scenario, we view a PDF with the Adobe
Acrobat Plugin for Firefox. The email client in the first scenario
opens the PDF viewer in a new window, which does not provide
insight of application plugins.

Overall, application file access was consistent with our intuitions;
however, we encountered three file access characteristics that war-
rant mention and further discussion.

• Plugins: Application plugins access files differently than open-
ing an application in a new window. In our plugin experiment,
Firefox opened the file from its cache directory and then forked
the Adobe acroread binary, which subsequently created a file in
/tmp; the plugin API provided acroread the raw data. Execut-
ing the same experiment without the plugin showed Firefox creat-
ing a file in /tmp, which was subsequently read by acroread.
Note that in both cases, the acroread binary was executed as a
new process, therefore, PinUP would use the digest of acroread
for access control.

• Saving Files: We found that some text editors, e.g., vim, use an

unanticipated save method wherein the original file is renamed and
a new file is created. This is problematic for the existing PinUP im-
plementation, as a file’s application access lists are stored with the
inode. Note, however, OpenOffice did not use this save technique.

• Dynamic Libraries: We noticed all applications read /etc/
ld.so.cache to determine dynamic library locations. While
/etc/ld.so.cache is generated from trusted system utilities
and configuration (/etc/ld.so.conf), we recognize that exe-
cution environment variables also influence library location.

In the next section, we revisit each of these file access characteris-
tics in turn.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Application Plugins
Web browsers and email clients access a diverse set of file for-

mats. While native support exists for common file formats, e.g.,
JPEG, helper applications are frequently required. Commonly, when
the web browser encounters an unknown file format, the user is
prompted for an action: save or open with an external helper ap-
plication. If the user choses the second option, the file is saved to
a temporary location and the helper application is executed, pass-
ing the file location as a parameter. To provide continuity and
heighten the “web experience,” web browsers support plugins that
allow helper applications to execute within the browser window.
While the helper application visually appears within the browser
window, it executes as its own process and communicates with the
web browser via a standard plugin API.

PinUP provides appropriate protection of both non-plugin and
plugin versions of helper applications. Without plugins, a separate
application is executed, and PinUP maps the resulting process to
the digest of the helper application. This accounts for standard op-
eration within the PinUP access control model. With plugins, the
helper application also executes as a separate process. Again, the
application digest associated with the helper process is the digest of
the helper application and not the web browser. Hence, the poten-
tially malicious process’s file access is limited appropriately. The
helper application also accesses data through the web browser’s
plugin API. PinUP does not mediate this communication; however,
the helper process is mediated by the plugin API, which is out of
the scope of this paper.

6.2 Access List Propagation
As indicated by our experiments, some applications save files

using a move/create/delete technique (as discussed in Section 5.4),
where the original file and associated extended attributes contain-
ing the access lists are deleted on every save. While this save tech-
nique is not always necessary for proper execution11, we feel it is
important to address. The move/create/delete file saving technique
indicates a relationship between file operations. Therefore, a more
advanced implementation of PinUP can observe such “duplication”
processes and propagate a file’s application access lists. We leave
investigation of this phenomenon to future work.

6.3 Dynamic Libraries
In Section 4.1, we relied on existing system protections, e.g.,

SELinux, to assure dynamic library integrity. For the most part,
this assumption is acceptable, as libraries fall under the “system

11In our experiments, we disallowed the rename operation associ-
ated with moving files and no errors resulted when saving with
vim. Furthermore, the extended attributes remained on the file.
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files” classification defined in Section 2. However, library loca-
tion is not considered by the dynamic loader. Library location
is influenced by search paths. Library search paths are defined
statically at compile time, by /etc/ld.so.conf, and by the
LD LIBRARY PATH environment variable (searched in this order).
Additionally, the LD PRELOAD environment variable preempts li-
brary search by defining the exact location for a library. The system
administrator can control static library search paths and /etc/
ld.so.conf; however, environment variables are at the whim
of the adversary. Furthermore, scripting languages, e.g. Perl and
Python, also use environment variables for module search paths:
PERLLIB and PYTHONPATH. Similar to dynamic libraries, mod-
ule search paths can be manipulated to insert malicious code.
LD LIBRARY PATH and LD PRELOAD have plagued systems’

security since their introduction. While these variables provide
flexibility in system setup, they are a significant risk. Hence, setuid
applications ignore these search paths, and sudo undefines them.
Despite this, subtle implementation flaws occasionally reopen the
attack vector [?, ?]. Standard installations of major Linux distribu-
tions do not set environment variable search paths; they are only re-
quired for highly customized system configurations. Therefore, the
majority of systems to not depend on environment variable search
paths.

The focus of this work is not to solve the code integrity problem.
An acceptable workaround is to disable by default environment
variable search paths from the dynamic loader and scripting lan-
guages such as Perl and Python. If later, the administrator wishes to
sacrifice system security for configuration flexibility, search paths
can be reenabled, possibly with system defined filters.

A second option is two extend PinUP to model dynamic libraries
in addition to the application binary. Unfortunately, dynamic li-
brary loading occurs entirely within userspace, therefore an LSM
hook cannot be created to mediate the library load. Hence, support
from the loader will be required.

6.4 Identifier Reuse
Possibly remove? Also remove text in Section 4.3 referencing

this section. This is an implementation detail that is not a big
deal. Handle it in the implementation section without making
a big deal about it

Over time, applications may be uninstalled. Users may be tempted
to remove application and file type identifiers from a volume to re-
cover ID space. Deleting or repurposing numeric identifiers is not
recommended. Simply deleting an aid or ftid does not sacrifice
file security; file access lists will simply contain dangling refer-
ences. Problems occur when identifiers are reassigned. If a file
either directly or indirectly references a redefined identifier, un-
known applications will gain unauthorized access. If an identifier
must be deleted, the entire file system must be traversed to remove
references. Likewise, the volume file type list must be cleansed of
deleted application identifiers. The PinUP system was designed to
limit the effects of ID deletion by always assigning the next high-
est identifier. Furthermore, both pinmod and pincon contain
clean subcommands to remove unknown references.

6.5 Multi-User Systems
Possibly remove? The discussion of prepending application

and filetype names with the uid confused one of the reviewers
and feels forced. It is a legacy idea that is not entirely neces-
sary. Possibly add a mention to the conclusion of how PinUP
also works for multiuser systems? Files still have owners that
are based on users. As PinUP is an “overlay”, when one user
accesses another user’s files, it will be restricted by the applica-

tions defined by the file’s owner
Until now, we have not considered multi-user systems. PinUP

functions on the premise of user defined applications and file types.
When a system contains multiple users, special precautions must
take place to ensure users cannot redefine each others application
and file type identifiers. One option is to have one volume per
user home directory. This works well for a small number of users;
however, as the number of users increases, the system reaches lim-
itations on the number mounted file systems, and administration
becomes difficult.

A more formidable approach differentiates user defined identi-
fiers by the associated human readable name. Consider a system
with an administrator and many users. The administrator defines
a base set of applications and file types in the volume metadata.
The name for each ID is prepended with the string 0 . When users
define new applications and file types, the name is prepended with
their uid. The pincon utility can then differentiate application
and file type definitions by uid and restrict modifications accord-
ingly. Finally, when the user specifies a name to pinmod, the util-
ity first searches for names prepended with the user’s uid. Upon
failing, the version prepended with 0 is chosen.

7. RELATED WORK
File system protection is a well developed area of security lit-

erature. Originally, all system daemons ran as root. As vulnera-
ble daemons became more common, systems administrators began
running each daemon as a limited user. Unfortunately, some dae-
mons require root privileges. Separation between root-level dae-
mons was provided by incorporating reference monitors [?], which
allow processes and files to be labeled (DTE [?]) and manage
transitions between labels (RBAC [?, ?]). The most recent and
widespread instantiation of reference monitors is SELinux [?], a
derivative of Flask [?]. Writing polices to describe how all system
processes should act is nontrivial, therefore, SELinux is commonly
used in targeted mode, which sandboxes specific applications, e.g.,
Apache. The sandbox approach, i.e., specifying which files an ap-
plication may access, is a common approach for isolating system
daemons [?, ?, ?]. Unfortunately, to write sandbox policies, files
must either exist or be isolated to directories. Ko et. al. [?] at-
tempt to overcome this limitation by specifying polices of expected
application behavior. Deviations from this behavior are viewed as
anomalies and dealt with accordingly.

User files are more difficult to protect; their creation often does
not follow predictable patterns. In fact, SELinux ignores user files
entirely, labeling them as user t. Frequently, only the user un-
derstands how a file should be accessed. Originally, more flexible
user controls came from file access control lists (ACLs) [?]; how-
ever the ACLs provide no mechanism to differentiate between pro-
cesses running as the same user. The RBAC model was applied
to allows users to take on different roles [?]; however, this either
requires modification to all applications in order to automatically
switch roles, or the user must frequently issue commands to be-
gin executing applications under the desired role. Tron [?] takes
a similar approach wherein users explicitly create child processes
with less privileges. In Tron, a user’s initial shell has capabilities
for the entire home directory. The user then creates subshells us-
ing tron fork to remove file capabilities. A similar approach
was proposed by Lai and Gray [?]. More recently, Microsoft in-
troduced User Account Control (UAC) [?], which allows users to
run applications as users with different privilege levels; however,
this tool functions more like the *NIX sudo command than the
aforementioned systems. The sandbox approach was also applied
to user applications. Janus [?] allows users to write file access
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policies for specific applications. Jaeger et. al. [?, ?, ?] consider
a similar approach in restricting access for downloadable executa-
bles. MAPbox [?] classifies applications by expected functionality
and defines policies for classes of applications. Specifying which
files an application may access defines a process’s protection do-
main. Unfortunately, a single file’s security depends on the correct
specification for every application. Instead, the protection domain
should be defined for the file itself.

Wichers et. al. [?] were the first to specify which applications
may access a file. PACLs, specifies a program access control list for
each file in an attempt to mitigate attacks by viruses and Trojans.
Programs are identified by the path to the executable. The authors
note path name is not the most ideal way to identify programs.
They suggest instead using the executable file’s inode; however,
they leave managing inodes an open question. Additionally, PA-
CLs are inherited from directories. This approach is not ideal when
files of multiple types exist in the same directory. Finally, while
PACLs was designed and simulated, a usable implementation was
never built. Since PACLs, the file centric approach has been revis-
ited. Among sandboxing options, LIDS [?] allows files to be bound
to specific applications; however, the interface is restricted to sys-
tems administrators. FileMonster [?] adds extra protection labels
to Microsoft Windows access control lists. The controls specify if
the user should be prompted for confirmation on either read or write
access. Unfortunately, users blindly accept all pop-up requests.

Virtual machine technology [?, ?] has been proposed to isolate
both system [?] and user level [?] processes. Systems such as
Terra [?] work well if an application and its files can exist com-
pletely isolated. However, this is not often practical, as user tasks
require files used by different applications to be stored in one loca-
tion.

Cryptography has also been used to provide user file protection.
User private keys for various applications, e.g., GnuPG [?] and
OpenSSH [?], are stored in encrypted form. Users can also encrypt
entire directories. CFS [?] was the first encrypted file system, but
many followed [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Finally, cryptographic file system
extensions such as ZIA [?] and SC-CFS [?] allow users to protect
file whey they physically walk away.

8. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the PinUP access control overlay system.

Applications are allowed access to high-value user files only if both
system and access overlay permissions allow it. The overlay tags
a user’s high-value files with the applications that are allowed to
access it. However, as we found, implementing a system meeting
this seemingly simple policy turned out to be more complex than
one would initially think. We described and evaluated the imple-
mentation of the overlay system, and found the policy could be
implemented with very modest performance impact. A brief con-
sideration of use cases confirmed that the policy adds a significant
and important new dimension to user file security.

In this work, we have shown how to extend the protections of
current systems to enhance access control. However, much work
remains to be done. Chief among these are the tools and semantics
of the policy itself; we need to garner more experience using PinUP
with real applications and users, and observe the proper and safe
interactions. Secondarily, there are a number of system implemen-
tation details we would have yet to complete. For example, more
complete integration of the policy rules engine with kernel hooks
is necessary. It is these user experiences and design decisions, as
well as the experiences resulting from providing these tools to the
larger user community that will fully expose the long term value of
the PinUP system.
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